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About This Software

Don’t want to waste time on converting files? Movavi Video Converter Premium is just what you need. Compress gameplay
videos so they don’t take up much space on your hard disk and convert them to a more convenient format – choose from over

180 options. Optimize videos for viewing on mobile devices and sharing online – all in the blink of an eye.

Support For 180+ Formats

The program is compatible with popular and less common formats and codecs:

Video: MP4, AVI, MOV, FLV, MKV, WMV, and more

Audio: MP3, WAV, WMA, FLAC, AAC, and more

Graphics: JPG, PNG, GIF, RAW formats, and more

There are special conversion settings to help you save videos for uploading to YouTube or for creating iPhone ringtones from
recorded sound.

With this converter, you can also turn any video into a GIF animation, extract audio from video files and save it in any
convenient format.
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Conversion For 200+ Devices

Do you prefer watching videos on your tablet or smartphone? Choose the conversion profile that matches your device. Select
the model from the list or just connect your device to the computer and the appropriate settings will be applied automatically.

Supported brands include Apple, Samsung, LG, Sony, Huawei, Nokia, Xiaomi, HTC, and more. You can also convert videos for
specific game consoles and TVs.

Ultrafast Conversion

Movavi Video Converter Premium is way faster than other programs because it uses hardware acceleration from NVIDIA
CUDA, NVENC, and Intel HD Graphics. You can achieve even higher conversion speeds by using SuperSpeed mode.

SuperSpeed delivers lossless conversion and lets you change the video format without re-encoding in a matter of seconds.

Built-in Editing tools

Enhance video, audio, and graphics files before the conversion:

cut video and audio tracks, delete unwanted parts

adjust colors manually or automatically

apply watermarks

crop and rotate videos and images

adjust volume levels

add subtitles to output videos, save embedded subtitles as standalone files

get rid of camera shake and background noises

With Movavi Video Converter Premium, you’ll have no more problems converting multimedia files. The high conversion
speed saves you time, and the program’s intuitive interface makes the learning curve really short.
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With Sin's slightly lacking amount of diversity, a little DLC pack like this can really make the game seem a little more flavorful,
though I only reccomend buying it during a sale.. This episode was definitely better than Chapter 2. The major issue I see here is
that it was very linear. It lacked the exploration and depth of the first Chapter. Adventure games, in my opinion, are about the
exploration and the possibilities. I know that many of have used this particular game as an example, but King's Quest 6 was a
perfect example of what adventuring can and should look like.

Despite these flaws, I loved the highly engaging introduction of the Chapter and the nods to King's Quest V. It seemed that there
were quite a few choices that were presented to the player as well. I enjoyed that element of the story even if I have yet to
explore the possible choices.

The story was very well written and engaging. This Chapter was longer and contained both the charm and color of the original
first Chapter.

That said, I would recommend this game. In subsequent Chapters, a return to a more open world and dark wizards like Mordack
(true villains that cannot be redeemed) would be welcome.. This game was a great one. The story, scenery, cinematography and
characters were amazing. Played through the game in one sitting and very much enjoyed. For the price that this game is,
definitely worth a try. Anarchy Online is a hidden gem with great but wasted potential due to the lack of interest of Funcom.
Been playing this game for over 10 years on and off, I've tried all the mmorpgs out there and I always come back to AO.

A one sentence review: A complex MMORPG with no hand holding, skill based PVP and 2001 graphics.

The bad:

- Awful graphics, the game was launched in 2001 and not much has been improved graphics wise. Sure a while back Funcom
launched a beta engine(client) that you can download from AO website but it's quite unstable.

- Animations are so bad its not even funny, not improved on the 'new' engine either.

- Lots of visual bugs.

If you want a game that looks great AO is not it.

The good:

- AO is one of the most complex MMORPGs around, 14 classes that really are different and not just slight variations of the
same thing.

- The learning curve is not great but it's rewarding.

- PvP is skills based and it's all about coming up with a smart setup, no standard end-game setups here. It's all about being
creative and mix it up.

- Classes are balanced-ish and every class has a nemesis (a class that wrecks you!).

- Twinking(over-gearing), now this is a thing unique to AO. In other games its all about max lvl pvp but not here. In most games
you;ll have equipment requirements like : Level from xx. In AO it's all about stats and pushing them the the limits, you can have
a level 1 with the same equipment you would seen on a level 20-30. It's a hard sometimes insane process as you try to squeeze
every extra ability point out of your eqipment but so rewarding .. in PvP! . There are twinks at almost every level as they are
needed to attack\/defend organization(guild) land zones and each zone has a different level range. You can stop leveling at any
level you want and make the most bad a$$ pvp character there to dominated everyone

. I can only recommend this game to people who are extremely patient, forgiving of an uninteresting plot that has been done
countless times, want to play either as a mage or fighter, and have absolutely nothing else to do with their time.
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The majority of the time I played this game, my character was walking. Endlessly walking and walking and walking. There are a
few fast travel points in the game world, but only a few, and you will frequently find yourself fast traveling back to town to heal
or sell items only to spend ten minutes walking back to where you were. Enemies and loot don't respawn, so the trek back is just
boring.

When night falls, everything is pitch black, and unless you have a light source, you end up blindly clicking around hoping that
your character is moving somewhere. You can't just wait for night to end, because time only progresses when your character
moves or performs an action. You could try resting to skip through the night, but if you're in a confined area when night falls,
you might not have enough room to pitch your tent. There's also a chance that you'll get ambushed by bandits while you're
resting, which is really a problem when you rest in order to replenish your health and mana.

You can't use maps unless you put points into the Cartography skill. One point in Cartography lets you draw crude outlines of
trees and buildings. Five points in and you can finally draw roads and water. Unfortunately, your maps don't retroactively update
when you put more points in Cartography. You have to walk over the same area again to redraw the map. If you use a potion or
spell to temporarily boost your Cartography skill, once the effect wears off, the fine quality map you had becomes overwritten
by the crude map representing your actual skill. In other words, in this game, Cartography isn't the skill of drawing maps on
paper. It's the skill of memorizing maps in your head.

It's not viable to make a character who uses a bow and arrows as their primary weapon. Enemies take a large number of arrows
to defeat, causing you to constantly go back to town to buy more arrows. This means that you're constantly broke, as well as
annoyed that you keep having to fast travel to town and then walk back to where you were.

I completed the game using a mage type character. In the beginning of the game, mana recharges very slowly, and fights with
minor NPCs take at least ten minutes to finish. Fighting in this game involves kiting around an enemy waiting for your mana to
recharge before you can cast another firebolt, hopefully killing the enemy so you can get on with your life. Kiting is necessary
because you only get so many health potions in this game, resting might cause you to get ambushed, and fast traveling to town to
rest is annoying on account of how long it takes you to get back.

When your stats are high enough to support a reasonable mana recharge rate, combat is still boring. I ended up doing the same
thing every time - apply buffs, close in on enemy, swing axe until it's dead, repeat. Cast a healing spell if I lose health.

I'm only speculating that it's plausible to use a fighter type character to complete the game. When magic isn't involved, fights are
basically statistical matches. If you have better stats and equipment than your opponent, you'll probably hit harder and more
often than they will and win the fight. So a fighter is probably destined to either win or lose every time they enter combat.

A fog of war covers each section of the world map, and you have to walk through every square inch of it to see what's hidden
beneath. You never know where anything worth investigating is until you've wasted lots of time slogging through empty space.

Locked chests and doors can be broken into with your weapons. I actually like this feature, but there are a couple of problems
with it. The first problem is that in many situations, your weapon will only inflict 1% of damage to a locked chest or door per
hit, and your weapon loses durability as you use it. In other words, you could spend two minutes trying to break through a chest
and lose your weapon only to find an inferior item within. Magic can also be used to break through chests and doors, but since
mana recharges over time, you're always guaranteed to be able to break through a locked chest or door if you spend enough time
pacing back and forth waiting for your mana to recharge so you can keep casting destructive spells. There should really be an
option to tell your character to keep doing that until they've broken through, and skip that amount of time. As it is, it's just an
enormous waste of time.

Another mechanic of the game I liked is how light affects hit chances. If you or an enemy is illuminated, they're easier to hit,
and if you or an enemy is in darkness, they're harder to hit. It's possible to position yourself so that an enemy has to stand
partially in light, while you're concealed in darkness, thus giving yourself an accuracy advantage.

The time progression mechanic (time moves when you move) is also pretty cool, and lends itself to better strategic planning
during fights (even if it's just figuring out the best way to kite around an enemy). It also lets you take more time to think about
what your next move is, or even take a break.
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But these few positive notes aren't enough for me to consider recommending this to anyone. I personally wish I had those 49
hours of my life back. I could have been doing something better. Like reading. Or knitting. Or wrestling an alligator.. Great
Game! I really liked the unusual setting (90ies-"historic", submarine). I'm old enough to remember the Kursk-Incident and now
I am on board solving this mystery, or ... (you have to play it yourself :-))!!

Sure the graphics are not that shiny as in these AAA-Games but I've never played adventures because of graphics but because of
story and character(s). And I liked the story as well as the characters in this game very much.

Also the idea playing this hard boiled female agent intrigued me. Had some problems with two or three riddles but in the end ...
I solved the mystery behind this submarine ...

Recommended.
. ---{Graphics}---
\u2610 You forget what reality is
\u2611 Beautiful
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Don\u2018t look too long at it
\u2610 Paint.exe

---{Gameplay}---
\u2611 Addictive like heroin
\u2610 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 It\u2018s just gameplay
\u2610 Mehh
\u2610 Starring at walls is better
\u2610 Just don\u2018t

---{Audio}---
\u2610 Eargasm
\u2611 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Earrape

---{Audience}---
\u2610 Kids
\u2611 Teens
\u2611 Adults
\u2610 Average Solitare Players

---{PC Requirements}---
\u2610 Check if you can run paint
\u2610 Potato
\u2611 Decent
\u2611 Fast
\u2610 Richy rich
\u2610 Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
\u2610 Just press \u201aA\u2018
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\u2610 Easy
\u2610 Significant brain usage
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Difficult
\u2611 Dark Souls (literally)

---{Grind}---
\u2610 Nothing to grind
\u2610 Only if u care about leaderboards\/ranks
\u2610 Isnt necessary to progress
\u2611 Average grind level
\u2611 Too much grind
\u2610 You\u2018ll need a second life for grinding

---{Story}---
\u2610 If you want story, then go read a book.
\u2610 Text or Audio floating around
\u2610 Average, depends on DLC
\u2611 Good
\u2611 Lovley
\u2610 It\u2018ll replace your life

---{Game Time}---
\u2610 Long enough for a cup of tea
\u2610 Short
\u2610 Average
\u2611 Long
\u2611 To infinity and beyond (hardstuck noobs)

---{Price}---
\u2610 There is no \u201eprice\u201c
\u2611 Worth the price (buy on sale if possible)
\u2610 If u have some spare money left
\u2610 Not recommended
\u2610 You could also just burn your money

---{Bugs}---
\u2610 Never heard of
\u2611 Minor bugs (makes up the game :D)
\u2610 Can get annoying
\u2610 Assassin\u2018s Creed: Unity
\u2610 Get a bug spray. Or more. A lot more. Or maybe a flamethrower. Or a nuke.. Want endless platform\/stealth\/puzzle
sections, RE camera angles, horribad story writing and hilariously lifeless facial expressions? You'll have it. Want a point 'n
click? Hmmm... maybe next time.
Definitely stay away from this one.. It's pretty fun to fly around in this bad boy.
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absalutly amazing
anything good in this game name it
story\/ me:good
artwork\/ me: good
jumscares\/ me: goo-wait ok but good game overall. Yeah, alright.. Terrable game.. The new physics areas are novel, and allow
for some interesting battles. I mostly stay out of them, because there's no real incentive to bother with them (much less build a
ship with specialized hardware for them.) I just want to keep this game alive, it's one of my all time favorites and the dev has
been great, still working on updates years later- worth full price to me, even if the gameplay additions don't affect my gameplay
much.

. Where to start on 7days? This game has sadly been the reason i can agree with the World Health Organisation that gaming is an
addiction, with over 1500 hours in the game. The depth and effort going into this game's ongoing complexity by TheFunPimps
is fantastic. Given it is an Alpha there is still a long road to go but each rendition of the game brings new and more interesting
content. The current experimental build has eliminated one of the biggest flaws with the game for PVP with clipping removed,
and the PVE has always been engaging. Would thoroughly recommend this game to anyone who loves games with crafting, skill
and character development and modding. A great community worth joining as well is the Afterlife servers.. This game is freakin
awesome.

Its a pirate-themed party-based roguelike action-rpg, and there's not anything else quite like it.

I got pretty far then half my crew got killed by robots, it was amazing.

buy it.. Jimmy's Vendetta is a new small storyline for the base game: Mafia II. Despite it taking place in the same world and the
same time the story's of the DLC and main game feel completely unrelated. The DLC doesn't have much of a story and is being
told by a few lines of dialog at the beginning of each mission, There are NO cutscenes or iconic characters.

The missions feel like side missions to the main game... "go here, steal that, kill him, go there, blow something up etc." No
mission is iconic or contains any real dialog. Missions aren't designed it a clever way like in the main game but the objective is
always at a random location, you quickly complete the objective and get out. In some missions the enemy's keep respawning
behind you so there's no reason to keep fighting during a mission. 1 mission takes about 5 minutes to complete.

However it's fun to have a less linear open world with more money to spend on weapons and cars to get the open world fun you
might have missed in the base game.. Dragon

Riding A Hover Board

...100 of them.

GG.
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